V/A - APSARA
Label: Suntrip Records
Cat No: SUNCD02
Format: CD
Release Date: June 6th 2005
Barcode No: 5 017744 100465

Tracklisting:
01 Aes Dana - Digitalys [7:22]
02 Yesod - On The Edge of Time [7:05]
03 Khetzal & Chai (Avigmati) - Babylone Beach [9:14]
04 Lost Buddha – Metamorphosis [8:57]
05 Filteria - Tiny Universe [9:01]
06 Ka Sol – Scraqp [8:31]
07 Ypsilon 5 – Titanium [10:04]
08 Goasia - I'm Ready [8:18]
09 Radical Distortion - Communication ! [7:51]

Style : Melodic Psychedelic Trance
Mastering : Tim Schuldt @ 4CN Studios
http://www.suntriprecords.com
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Label Profile:

Artists Profile:

Showing alternatives to nowadays’ psy-trance scene,
Suntrip mainly focuses on melodic psychedelic
trance. Any other original ideas, like morning
progressive, ambient, ethnic, are welcome too.

The Apsaras are the celestial Nymphs, elegant dancing
women, incarnation of the Pleasure Principal. They are
visions of voluptuous beauty that have stamped themselves
on the Indian psyche as the ideal feminine form. Their name
literally means "moving in the water", or "water that moves".

History:

Across 9 truly melodic tracks, the most talented entertainers
in the Indra's court and supreme masters of dance and song
will guide you as you dream, fly, ride, dive and smile :)

The label Suntrip Records was set up in the summer
of 2004 by Fabien “Mars”, one of the founders of the
Psynews.org website and Joske “Anoebis”, a famous
Belgian
DJ
and
party-organiser.

- Aes Dana from France is known for his albums, the HUVA
Network collaboration and lots with Ultimae. The Master
made especially a slow floating dreamy overture to make
your spirits wide open.

They met for the first time in 2000, for a party, and - Yesod is a new amazing multitalented Swedish artist. His
since then they gather regularly, sharing the same track will accelerate your brainwaves. Twirling melodies and
flutes all around.
love for melodic psychedelic trance.
Because during the last three years "full on" releases
were getting more and more stereotyped, they started
talking about creating a label, so as to release more
melodic psy-trance like in the good old times, but with
modern production.
When Fabien discovered Filteria from Sweden, he
believed in the quality of this melodic psychedelic
trance artist and soon the label was set up…

- Khetzal from France has tracks on Fahrenheit 2, Peace
Therapy and Spiritual Moves 4. He comes this time with an
extraordinary trippy colourful explosion made with the
dancefloor crusher DJ Chaï. T ake off !
- The Lost Buddha is embodied by Felipe from Lisbon. He’s
already been playing in his country, and Belgium. Close your
eyes and make a tour round the world....Imagination has no
limits.
- Filteria from Sweden has already released the wonderful
“Sky Input” album in 2004 on Suntrip and a track on
Etnicanet’s Phase 3. He opens here a wormhole with his
analogic thrusters to drive you through the sky !

A Label-party was organized in march 2005 in
Brussels involving Filteria and Ka-Sol, two of the
- Ka Sol from Sweden, a Shlabbaduerst pillar also released
artists appearing in Apsara (tr.5 & tr.6).
on
Stone Age and Boom! strikes you with this track made of
One week later, another party involved The Lost
merciless residual radiation and twisted fire dragons!
Buddha (tr.4) and Four Carry Nuts (mastering).

- Ypsilon5 from Sweden has released his album “Binary
Sky” and more on Tranceform Records. “Titanium” is the
perfect track to listen to as the storm reaches an Ocean
turning into a metallic mirror…

Previous Release:
SUNCD01 : Filteria - Sky Input (nov 2004)

- Goasia from Serbia and Montenegro already showed his
talents with Kagdila and Cosmic Leaf Records. His track
readies you for a climax on top of the higher mountains,
where hearts beat hard and fast.
- Radical Distortion from Greece have been both producing
since 2000 and 2002 under different names. End the trip on
a morning Sundance with brilliant happiness and ultraviolet!
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